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Floreasca Science and High Technology Park Location

Northern part of Bucharest, on Calea Floreasca

- The best environment for high tech, research, and development work in clean and close-to-nature area
- The best neighborhood in Bucharest
- Excellent Access
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Founding Members and Associates

The founding members are firms with tradition in high-tech areas like automation, computer science/software development and electronics:

- Automatica
- ICE/Romsys
- IPA
- ITC/ITC Software
- SIAT

- The occupants of the park are firms with activity in high tech industries or in complementary activities:
  AFFERO, BANCPOST, PC-NET, ROMUS INDUSTRIES, ROMQUART, ROMGRUP, SOFTNET GROUP, and many others.

- Floreasca Science and High Technology park is a private entity welcoming local government participation.
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Present Status

- Floreasca Science and High Technology Park is a live, real, working entity
- Built area of 50 000 mp used mainly for offices
- Appropriate for software and IT&C development
- Also used for light manufacturing and non-polluting electronic and automation equipment manufacturing
- 2 100 employees and contract workers
- Yearly revenue for park’s companies is 2 000 billion ROL
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Opportunities

- Excellent gate connecting to the EU and other high tech areas
- The park is appropriate for:
  - High Technology Transfer
  - Implementation of high tech programs in Romania and Eastern Europe
  - Development and coordination of complex programs requiring system engineering, automation, software, and IT&C expertise
  - Research and development
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Our Strength

- Infrastructure, land, and buildings valued at tens of millions of Euro
- An existing science and high tech park core already in place
- Many successful firms already operating in this park
- The best personnel you can find in Romania for employment in high tech areas
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Park Development

- Creating synergy among park’s firms to develop national programs, so that the park becomes the high tech transfer gate of Romania
- Bringing more firms and more employment to the park
- Continuation of our effort to organize and improve the park; finalizing the formal registration
- In five years we want to reach:
  - a built area of 120,000 sqm,
  - employment of 10,000,
  - park revenue of 400 million Euro per year.
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Be part of our park!

Come into our park
- Also bring your associates to be part of our park
- We welcome financing for refurbishment and park development
- We need counseling and consulting
- Bring new programs for the park